TWO SECURITIES RESOURCES THAT WORK TOGETHER TO OFFER YOU MORE

EXCLUSIVE PRACTICAL GUIDANCE + POWERFUL SECURITIES SEARCHING BY REFERENCE

LexisNexis® services cover the full spectrum of your securities-related work with two key resources that work hand in hand.

**LEXIS PRACTICE ADVISOR CAPITAL MARKETS & CORPORATE GOVERNANCE**

Turn to Lexis Practice Advisor to find expert practical guidance by practicing attorney authors, annotated editable forms and the tools you need to execute matters ranging from IPOs to Corporate Governance and Compliance.

- **Practical guidance from 500+ attorney authors** from leading firms and corporations
- **Practice Notes** from attorney authors with practice-area expertise
- **Checklists** that ensure you never miss a step
- **Trusted forms** created by expert attorney authors who provide drafting notes as well as alternate and optional clauses, plus official forms including those from the SEC
- **Administrative materials** to keep you informed on the latest developments in securities law with easy access to regulations and interpretative materials
- **Cases, codes and legal analysis** that have been selected for their relevance to keep you up to date on the latest legal insights

**LEXIS® SECURITIES MOSAIC®**

Accomplish work across the enterprise by accessing the latest securities and regulatory information. Our international filings collection includes filings and exhibits. In addition, you’ll find comment and no action letters, private placement memoranda, law firm memos, unique regulatory trackers and much more.

- **A global filings collection** that covers 17 million SEC EDGAR® Filings dating back to 1960. In addition, it offers access to SEDAR Filings of Canadian publicly traded companies and UK Filings from companies that have issued equity securities in the UK
- **SEC Filings Search Page enhancement** streamlines your searching with a clean design that allows you to pinpoint your search parameters with less reading and fewer fields to navigate
- **Library of Predefined Searches** expedites finding the filings information you need
- **Advanced searching on SEC Comment Letters and No-Action Letters** going back decades
- **Administrative updates** from regulators such as the SEC, CFTC and PCAOB®, and SROs such as NYSE® and FINRA®
- **Over 100,000 Law Firm Memos** covering 46 practice areas offer expert commentary
- **Private Placement Memoranda** cover private offerings under Rule 144A, Reg S and Reg D
- **Laws, Rules & Agency Materials** where you’ll turn for enforcement materials from the SEC and legal insights for litigation
- **Securities Mosaic® Daily News, Securities Mosaic® Blogwatch, Lexis® Securities Mosaic® Corporate Counsel Report** and more for the latest, curated industry news

Contact us to learn more.

866.650.3600
LEXISNEXIS.COM/LSMSUPPORT